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Team awaiting opening bell.
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Mountain Matter amongst their
foes.
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Hats off to the swell effort put forth by my Mountain Matter Mates! The team having
2 previous trivia challenges to their credit, found thrice the charm was just the right
lucky touch to put them on the podium.

A very exciting & thrilling night was witnessed in Cumberland with 20 teams vying
for cerebral supremacy in the semi-annual Community Forest Society Trivia Match.

After 3 hours & 3 rounds, 4 teams, including our CDMC contingent, were all dead-
even at the top and were forced to settle matters with a sudden-death round.

Eventually, Mountain Matter emerged victorious after 3 very closely contested
overtime periods. A fabulous all around contribution by our team and just saying
thank you is understating their enthusiasm!

It was a most fun time and although there were moments where democracy allowed
wrong answers to trump right ones, the team held together to eventually collect best
booty haul!

A terrific evening and a great way to help out the CCFS!!

Comments:

They say that things improve with age and obviously in this case it has proved to be
true. Congratulations to the team and their captain for such a stellar performance.
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Standings after opening
round.
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Dead-Locked after
regulation time.
[William Wright photo]

CDMC Victory Pic.
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CCFS Trivia Champions.
[William Wright photo]

Report contributors: Tim P, William W, 

Participant list (8 of 8): Denise A, Ronald D, Susan D, Rod H, Marie M, Heather M,
John M, William W, 
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